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Introduction.
When one has studied analytic geometrv, ealctJlus 

and kindred branches of mathematics which depend to 
a certain extent upon the construction of loci he 
is confronted with the difficulty of determining a 
fairlv accurate representation of snecific functions. 
Such a problem bears considerable thought. In an 
attempt to find a satisfactory method of analysis, 
the author has grouned several devices which are
quite helnful in the construction of various curves.

♦ $Although there are anparentlv no rules or laws 
set down in this field, the following Procedures will 
be found to be useful in the majority of cases. 
Nevertheless, these developments should not be 
considered as mechanical formulae into which data 
is inserted and -from which the required infor
mation issues. It is better t.o think of them as 
tools which, if used nronerlv, will produce logical 
conclusions, the importance of this viewpoint lies 
in the fact that on some occasions certain develop
ments are of no avail. Hence it is the abilitv to

Munderstand and manipulate tbe various formula« that, is 
of greatest, significance.

The theory of curve tracing seems to antedate
St

Newton* s time for we learn that t Ms mathematician
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was a nrominent figure in. this field. He develoned 
a diagram for finding the nature of curves in the 
neighborhood of the origin and at an Infinite dis
tance from it. Successors have modified the form 
of his diagram but its application remains the 
same. His device is of esnecial advantage in the 
location of infinite noints and asvmntotic ciJrvea.
At the nresent time curve tracing nlavs an im- 
Dortant. nart in mathematical analvsis. Pluecker
advanced the science anoreclablv with the form-

< Iulating of his equations which interconnect the 
number of singular noints, the degree and the class 
of a curve.1 1

As the information on this subject is abun
dant and as the background needed for a comnlete 
understanding of>this data is necessarilv ex
tensive, we can hope to put forth only a few definite 
ideas and illustrate some of the loci which can be 
constructed. To mention that the tracing of curves 
is Interesting would be to condemn it with faint 
nraise. Perhans nersonal bias mav be extant here' 
but to quote Percival FrostfF.R.S. we have as follows*.

1. Graustein, W.fi. Intro, to Higher Geom. P.22n
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"in order to make any rapid progress, in after years 
in all the difficult subjects to which mathematical 
analysis is applied, it is absolutely necessary 
that, bv some means or other, a student should 
as early as possible, make himself familiar with 
all the ordinary instruments of his trade- - - - - 
He must practice himself, while he is voung and his mind flexible, in all sorts of analytical 
processes and geometrical artifices.” 1 Hence
not onlv interest but also necessity should
attract us to this subject.

* -
In entering t^e subject we shall develop 

and prove the theorems required fon the analysis 
and subsequent plotting of our loci. Although 
this can be done from several viewpoints the 
author has decided to restrict himself to ordinarySr

rectangular coordinates. Some interesting pro
perties of certain curves can be represented by
means of trilinear coordinates, in such cases we*> • * *
shall Introduce these coordinates to supplement 
the discussion of t^e curve. On some occasions, 
it is advantageous also to transform the given 
equation into polar coordinates, but since these
occasions are infrequent such procedures shall 
merely be mentioned.

1. Frost, Percival An Elem. Treatise on Curve 
Tracing, Intro. P. IV

I
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Singular Points.
As an approach to the graphing of the functions, 

a knowledge of singular points and singular lines 
would he useful. These nolnt.s may he classified 
as double points, triple points, and multiple 
points. The double points are the most frequent 
and consequently the ones analyzed in detail.
If two branches of the curve cross each other, the

point of intersection is called 
a node, sometimes a crunode (fig.l). 
The tangents at the point are real 
and distinct. When two branches
of the curve meet in a point, 
stop at that point and have a 
common tangent, the point is 

> ealle*d a cusp or spinode (fig.2).
The branches terminate at the 
point of contact and do not pass 
beyond. Hence the values of 
one variable are real on one 
side of the point and imaginary ' 
on the other. The cusps men
tioned above are referred to as 
single cusps to distinguish them

= a x  ̂X </
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from double cusps or points 
of osculation in which the 
curves extend to both sides of 
the point of contact. Such 
points are called tacnodes 
(fig.3). Cusps are then 
subjected to further distinc
tion and are separated into 
two species. In a cusp of the 
first species, called a ceratoid 
cusfp, the branches of the curve 
lie on opposite sides of the 
common tangent (fig.2.); while 
in a cusp of the second species 
or ramphoid cusp, both branches
 ̂of the curve lie on the same *
side of the tangent ffig.4.).
Tacnodes consequently present 
three possibilities*, they may 
consist of two single cusps 
of the first spec!a s , two single, 
cusps of the second species 
or one of each species. 
(figs.3,5,6 respectively).
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In addition to cusps and 
nodes, there are two other 
imnortant singular noints, 
the conjugate noints and ter
minal points, A conjugate 
point or acnode is a point 
whose coordinates satisfy the 
given equation but whose position 
is apart from the other points 
of the locus. The tangents 
for these noints are found to 
be imaginary (fig.7*). A ter
minal point or point d*arret 
is one which acts as the 
boundary of a curve limiting 
it to*a definite portion of 
the plane (fig.8.). Some
times in the plotting of trans
cendental and irrational algebraic 
functions salient points are found. 
These resemble cusps with the

4.

exception that the two tangents 
are distinct (fig.9.).

Another point which is en
countered frequently but which
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perhaps is not considered a singular point is the 
ooint of contact of singular lines. At present

let us define singular lines 
in the same manner as we do 
singular points^ that is, if 
the equation of a curve is ex
pressed in line coordinates and 
there exists a line which appears 
more than once, such a line is 
called a singular line.1 How
ever, in locating these points

__ of contact, we must eliminate
thp singular lines that are 
called double tangents and con
sider only those in which the 

. * multiple points of contact are
coincident. Of the latter type 
of lines, we discuss them as 
tangents of k-ole contact, in 
which the k represents the 
number of coincident points. /

4.

1. Graustein, W. C. Higher Geom. P. 215.
t
\



In certain eases specific names are given to these 
lines such as inflexional tangent when k = ^ . 
the corresponding point is called an inflexion 
point. The noint of contact of a four-point 
tangent is called an undulation point.1

Parabolic Curves.
In dealing with higher plane curves there 

is often a distinct advantage in being familiar 
with certain curves of the simpler type. Of 
these there is a particular group called the
parabolic curves, represented by the equation
ffl n ay = cx • These curves may be used as 
approximations of the unknown function ini
the vicinity of the origin and at an infinite 
distance from the origin. In the case of a 
complicated curve we determine its locus at 
infinity by assuming the value of the function 
to depend upon the highest degree term. Likewise 
in the vicinity of t*e origin we select the 
lowest degree term. If the function is an ex-

4
plicit function of one variable, it is easily. /
seen that these selections result in the so 1 2

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic Curves. P.20.
2. Frost, P. An Elem. Treatise on Curve

Tracing. P. 15 15.
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called parabolic curves. Hence these curves act 
much like curvilinear asymptotes, even though 
they are not exactly equal to such asymptotes.

The next sten is to classify the parabolic 
curves. When m and n are both even there are 
two distinct curves, which are really nothing 
but the reflections of each other, tangent at 
the origin. If m is odd and n is even, the 
equation of the curve is not affected by the

interchanging of x for -x andI
hence the locus is reflected in 
the y- axis. If in.addition 
m > n then the value of x as 
compared to v is small and the 
curve approaches tangency to 
the v- axis simultaneously from 
both sides (fig.10.). Therefore 
there is a ceratoid cusp at the 
origin. If we have c > o the 
curve is restricted to the por

tion of the plane above the x- 
axis and c < o, below the x- axis. 
Let n >  m, then the value of y as 
compared to x is small and the curve



approaches tangency to the x - axis simultaneously 
from both sides. This gives us an ordinary tan
gent at the origin. The other conditions remain 
unaltered (fig. 11.).

If we suppose that m and n are both odd. the 
equation of the locus remains unaltered if -x, -y 
are substituted for x and y. Therefore the curve is

t

symmetrical with resoect to the origin and lies in 
opposite quadrants. For the additional condition 
n > m  the curve touches the x - axis, since y is 
small compared with x. If c > o the curve enters in 
the third quadrant and disappears in the first qua
drant. If c < o, it epters in the second and dis
appears in the fourth. If m > n we have similar 
graphs tangent to the y - axis. As an additional

10,

Tangents at Ordinary Points.
We are now in a position to discuss some of the 

properties of curves and the conditions necessary 
for the existence of these properties.

remark, we can sav that all these* * *
curves go through one or more of 
the unit points (1,1),(1,-1),

The first of these to be considered are the



singular lines of k-nle contact. In the gen
eral equation
0 = a + b0x + b]_y + cQx8 + Cixy + c^y8 + --  etc.

we translate the origin to a DOint. on the curve 
which then becomes

0 = b0x + b y + cQx8 + c xv + c v8 + --- etc.
The line v = mx Intersects the curve in the noints 
whose abscissas satisfy

0 = x(b- * b m) + x8(cn + 2c m + c m8) + -- etc.° i u x a
One root is x = 0 and hence v = mx intersects

•* I.
the curve once at the origin. If m varies so
that b + b m aonroaches zero, then x -*■ 0 and o x
there are two roots at. the origin. If m is
eliminated between y = mx and b + b m = 0, weo x
obtain the equation of the tangent at the origin.
namely ‘7' *

b x + b y = 0 o x
If in addition to b + b m = 0 we have Co + 2c m + c m8o i x a
then the tangent at the origin meets the curve 
in three coincident noints. The tangent is an 
inflexional tangent and the origin is an inflex
ion noint. If m is eliminated from c_ + 2c m + c m8 = 00 x a
and y = mx, the equation

c0xs + c xy + c v8 = 0 ’vx a
is nroduced. Since the terms of the first degree

11
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and those of the second degree vanish for a certain 
value of m, the terms of the first degree must be a 
factor of those of the second degree. Hence the line 
reoresented bv equating the first degree terms to 
zero is the tangent of three-point contact. A con
tinuation of this line of reasoning leads us to the
follov/ing statement! 5lf the terms of the first
degreehare a factor of the terms of the 2nd,3rd,--
(r-l)1,'degrees, the tangent meets the curve in r 
points coinciding at the origin, and is called a 
tangent of r- noint contact". 1

Tangents at Double Points.
Sunpose that bQ = b^ = 0. The equation of the

curve becomes
*

0 = c0x8 + c xy * c y8 + d0x3 + d x8y + d xv8 + d y3 + — etc.
i

The curve now has a double point at the origin. Let 
v = mx Intersect the curve and we have this equation.
0 s= x8(c~ + 2c m „+ c ms) + x3(dQ 4- 3d m® + d m3) + — etc.

i  s .  u  s 3

Hence every line through the origin meets the curve 
in at least two points coinciding at the origin.
The tangents at the origin are defined as the lines 
meeting the curve at three points coinciding at the 
origin. This forces the condition upon m that , 

cn + 2c h + c m8 = 0o i a

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic Curves P. 20
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which results in two values for m. If we eliminate 
m from y = mx and c0 + 2c m + c ms s 0 we have' ' I S

c0x8 + 2c xy + c va = 0 u i a

as the equations of the tangents at the origin.
This quadratic equation allows three nossibilities 
as the tangents may be real and distinct, real 
and equal, or both imaginary. In the first case 
the point is a node, in the second a cusp; in thef «
last an acnode. If one of the tangents is also

4 Ian I n f l e x i o n a l  tangent, the node is called a flecnode.
if both are such the node is caviled a biflecnode.
This will occur when one or both factor of
c xs + 2c xv + e vaare factors of o i ' a
d xa + xsy + 3 a xy8 + d v®. This discussiono 1 s 3
continues the samè as tfcat for an ordinary
point and these tangents may be tangents of k-ple 
contact.

Tangents at Multifile Points.
T f b  — b = c  — c = c = 0 ,  the origin 

uo x 0 i a
is a triple point. Hence any line through the 
origin meets the curve in three points coin
ciding at the origin. Furthermore there are 
three tangents, real or imaginary, which meet

/
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the curve in four coincident points at the origin.
These are obtained by equating to zero the terms
of lowest degree. In general we have the following
resultl If the terms of lowest degree in the 
Cartesian equation of a curve are of degree k, 
the origin is called a multiple point of order k. 
Any line through the origin meets the curve in k 
points coinciding at the origin except the k 
tangents obtained by equating to zero the terms 
of lowest degree, which meet the curve in (k+1) 
points, at least, coinciding with the origin".1
A little further analysis explains the at least 
quoted above. If in the general equation 
0 =*(px + 9 xk-1y + t--- P.yk) + (q0x^+^+ q x^y+— -x K 1

k+1. .q, _ y - ) + etc.k+1
one or all the factors of the terms of degree k 
are factors of the terms of degree (k+1), then those 
tangents represented bv such factors meet the curve
at the origin in.^k+2) points. One might call this♦
an inflexional tangent of order (k+2) but the no
menclature is not extended this far.

Determination of Singular Points.
For the location of singular points the differ

ential calculus affords us a convenient procedure*
Suppose X,Y to be any point on the curve whose
Cartesian equation is f(x, y) = o. Trans

it

1. Hilton. H.t Plane Algebraic Curves, p. 27
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late the origin to this point and the equation 
■becomes f(x + X,y + Y) * 0. Hence
0=fCX,Y) + x 5f + v M  + l/2(x868f + 2xy ¿ff + Vs6if V+etc.15X 6Y 6X8 fiX6Y 6Y8
where 6f indicates the result of nutting X for 

6X
x in M  and likewise for Y. This gives us the 

5xnew equation after translation. If the new origin 
is a double point on the curve

because the terms containing these partial derivatives 
now represent the terms of lowest decree in the
transformed equation. The tangents at the origin*

must be given bv the terms of the second degree

f(X,Y) = ôf = M  = 0 6X 5Y

equated to zero.

This mav be written intbrief notation as
f = M  = = 0ûx ôy

for (x,.v) a double point of f(x,y) = 0.
(1)

Further analysis of the terms of the second 
d e g r e e  indicates the three conditions determining 
the double point as a node, cusp or acnode. the '
double point is one of the above according as

( 2 ) 1
ftxfty

1. Wilson, E.R. -Advanced Calculus. P.113
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respectively. The proof is quite simple if the 
terms of the second degree are solved as a qua
dratic equation and the discriminant allowed to vary.

In general if (x,y) is a k-ple point, all the 
partial derivatives of f(x,y) with respect to x and 
y up to the order (k-1) inclusive must vaniah.
The tangents at the point are found by equating the 
partials of order k to zero and solving. It is ob
vious that the determination of singular points of 
order > 3  becomes rather Involved and often im- 
possible. However, sometimes individual problems 
may be solved by various devices.

Points at Infinity.
The points at infinity on a curve may be 

attacked from two distinct viewpoints. The first 
method is to translate,the infinite point to the 
origin and then use the ordinary procedure for 
finite points, the other method is to build un a 
parallel theory to the procedure for finite points 
by considering the terms of highest degree instead of 
those of lowest degree. Prom projective geometry/

* 4.we are able to find a suitable transformation for 
the first method in the following.

Suppose there are two planes A and B intersedting



in a line» (a). In one of the dihedral angles
let a noint V be selected. Through this point pass
a olane B1 parallel to B intersecting A in the
line U. Likewise pass a plane A1 parallel to
A intersecting B in the line v. Consider V as the
vertex of a pencil of rays. Hence any ray from V
through a point of the line U will intersect, the
plane B in a point of t^e infinite line of that
planef also any ray from V and through a point
of the line v will intersect the plane A in a
point of the infinite line of the latter plane.
Any rays from V passing through anv other points
of either Plane will project finite points on the
other plane.(fig.13.)

On the plane A select the coint.s Q and R.
let the projections of these points be Q.1 and R1.*
Keep these points, as well as the plane B, fixed. 
Rotate the plane A about line (a), throughout this

9

rotation the lines determined bv QR and Q^R1 will 
continue to intersect on the line (a). Hence the 
points Q.R.q S r ' are conlanar and the lines QQ.1 an£ 
RR1 meet in a point. Likewise the lines determined 
by any other point P and its projection P1 continue 
to meet in fixed points those lines QQ1 and RR1 res-'w
pectively. Therefore the points P,Q, PSQ.1 are
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conlanar and the lines QQ1 and PP1 meet in a point, 
also the points P,R, P1,!?.1 are conlanar and the 
lines PP1 and RR1 meet in a point. This is possible 
only if the lines intersect in a common point.
Since 0 and R were fixed points and P anv noint, 
the lines determined by these points and their 
projections will continue to intersect in a common 
point and hence continue to remain in projective 
relationship. Prom this follows the induction
that projectively related figures lying in se-

< t.parate planes remain so throughout the rotation 
of these planes.

If the plane A is rotated about (a) until it 
coincides with B, the two projectively related 
figures will lie in the same plane. The figures 
are now said to bd in plane perspective (fig.l4.).
The distance u a in the nlane A is constant and 
equal to Vv in the plane A1. When A and B are 
in coincidence the vanishing line u is the same 
distance from (a) as the vanishing line v is from V.

In the case of each of the two figures let' 4
the vanishing line be the axis of x and the line 
perpendicular to them through V the axis of y.
The projectively related points P(x,y)^and
P1(x1,y1) are connected by the following relationships:



CHART i : II

ff- i sjtJUr̂ LccXl-n/̂

■y y  ' — eujUa,

(/{ /?/ "f

(  K, y  )  -  srt^L+t, ~Cr o f  K

(x < ,y), (*% #*.) ^  <r>y*~~ * f  y'

Cy\ y )  - t* tny*M. a/  T

P f  ( * ,y )
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x1 = bx/v, y1 = bc/y or x = cxVy1, y = bc/y1 1 
The proof of this is direct. As axes of reference 
take the lines through V parallel and nerpendicular 
to tv>e vanishing lines. Thus the point K(o,c) 
corresponds to K1(o, co ). For any point P(x,y + c) 
the corresponding point P1 is located by the 
intersection of the ray from V through P with the 
line Joining K1 to the intersection of the line 
KP with the axis of perspective.

Let the coordinates of P and P1 with respect
< Ito the origin V be (x , y ) and (x , y ) res-1 1  3 3

pectively. By means of similar triangles the 
following relation is deduced: (fig. 14.). 

x y -ci i
x b8

It is apparent that x ;= x, y = y +  c , x  = x1,1 1 8

Therefore

Also

y = y1 +2
X V
XI b

or x1 = bx 
V

I-
»

II L*
is*o

X Vs a 4
1

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic flurves. P. 6



Hence v = v + c or y1 = bc/vb r c + b
Suppose b = c and the transformation is simplified
to x1 = by v1 = b8 (3)

y vwhere b is an arbitrary parameter. Thus, if 
in the equation of a curve we replace x and v bv 
bx/v and b8/y, we obtain the equation of the pro
jection. the axis of x being the vanishing line 
both for the curve and its projection and the axis 
of y unaltered. This is equivalent to interchanging 
tjie infinite line afid the x- axis. By a replacement 
of x and v by each other, we have the transformation
of the y- axis and the infinite line.

vSecond Development of Infinite Points.
The second and more direct procedure for analyz

ing infinite points is developed thus. Let 
n -lyl n-2p0x + p^x + £8x + ---- + Pn = o (4)

be the general polynomial equation in one variable.
If prt,p — ----Pn vary and p —> o, one of the
roots of the equation becomes indefinitely large.
Let xt = 1 and equation (4) becomes

~ npft + p t + p t8 + p t3 + ----  + p„t = o.u  X 8 3 11
If pQ — o, one value of t tends toward zero 
and hence one value of x becomes very large. In 
general if hQl p , p , .... p o, (r + 1)

l' 3 r

20-
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roots of the equation in x became very large.
Given an equation of a curve of degree n,

write the terms in descending powers of x and y
as (y-m.x)(y-m x)(y-m x)------- (y-m x)_ s 3 n1 O «»1+ ax + bxn"^y + ----- ky

.n-2 „ n-3 T„ n-2 ■ /r-,-f Ax + Bx y + ————- - Ky + 8tc — o (5)
where v-m.x, y-m x are factors of the terms ' a
of highest degree. The line v = mx meets the
curve in the points

(m-m ) (m-m )(m-m )-------- (m-m )x4 i  a 3 n
+ (a + bm + ----  + kmn"1)xn”1

n-2 a„2+ (A + Bm + ---- + Km )x + etc. = o.
One of the roots of this equation becomes in
definitely large if y = mx, as it turns about 
the origin, approaches one of the lines y = m.xA«*

etc, for ----— (m-mn) —*• o.
This indicates that "the terms of highest 
degree in the Cartesian equation of a curve equated to 
zero give the lines Joining the origin to the points 
at infinity on the curved 1

Often one of the lines v = m^x is a repeated

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic Curves. P. 30.
'v
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factor of the terms of degree n and special 
cases of the above statement result# In addition 
y = m x might be a factor of terms of degree n-1, 
n-2, etc.

Suppose m ^ m , m , --- nu * Then the
1 8  3 “

line y = m^x + c meets the curve where
jp + (m^-rn)---(mi-m)c J x11 1 + (q + rc»»r)x +--- = o.

p = a + bm + ------+ km n ^
1 n-2q = A + Bm^ + ----- + Km^

4 I# _ v, n-2r = b ------------ (n-l)kmi
This is obtained by solving equation (5) simul
taneously with y = m x̂, + c.

An actual example of this in the quart!c 
equation will help to clarify the analysis. Let 
(y-m x)(y-m xify-^m x)(y-m x) + ax3 + bxsy + txy + dy
+ Ax8 + Bxy + Ty® + fx + gy + e = o,
be a general quart!c equation in two variables.
If v = a x + c is a line parallel to y = m x we havei 1
c [(m^-m^x+c ][ (m^-m^x+c ][ (m^-m^Jx+c] +

. /
+ (a + bm + tm® + dm3)x3 + a* ^
+ [a + Bm + Tm® + c(b + 2tmi + 3dm®) j x®

+ {f + gmx + °(B + 2Tmi) + c®(t + 3dmi)) x 

+ (e + gc + Tc® + dc3) = o.



In better form
f c(m -m )(m -m )(m -m ) + ( a + bm + tm8 + dm31 1 3 X 3 1  4a 1 1 i

+ c(b + 2tm + 3dm8) + (A + Bm + Tm8) T x81 1  i i  J+ ( c 3 | (m  -m ) + (m-m ) + (m-m )] +v 1  8 1 3  1 4 - *

c8(t + 3dm ) + c(B + 2Tm ) + f + gm I x 
p i  i  i  j

+ |c4 + dc3 + Tc8 + gc + eJ =o.
Hence any line parallel to y = m^x meets the 

curve in one and only one infinite point, with4, $
the exception of the line for which 
p + (m -m ) (m -m ) -------- (m -mn) c = o.1 3  1 3  1 n

1
This line meets the curve twice at Infinity and 
therefore is an asymptote. There will be one 
such line for every value of m , m . etc.

» > . 1 3♦
If the line y = m x is a factor of the terms ofi
degree ( n-1), there will be a line y = m^x + c 
which will cut the curve in three points at in
finity. the constant c is determined by forcing* 4

the coefficient of the (n-2) degree terms to be 
zero. This line is a tangent of three-point con
tact and hence an inflexional asymptote.

Next suppose m = m ^ m , m , etc. the
1 3  3 4

line y = m x + c meets the curve where thei i
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abscissas are defined as
nx11" 1 + fq + rc + (m -m ) ---(m -nr)cs } x11"*2 + -- = o. ̂ 1 3  i n j

A substitution in the equation of the 4th
degree readily verifies this. In general y = m^x + c
meets the curve once and only once at infinity
whatever finite value (c) may have, while the
line at infinity meets the curve twice on y = m x.i

If, however, y = m^x is a factor of the terms
of degree ( n-1) as well as of the terms of
degree n in the equation of the curve, p must
be equal to zero. Hence every line parallel to
y = m^x meets the curve in two points at infinity,
while the two lines, y = m x + c for whichi
q + rc + ( m - m ) --------- ( m - nu) c8 = o1 3  1 n

* ♦meets the curve in three points at infinity.
Thus the curve must have a double point, at in
finity at which these two lines are tangents, 
that is, these two lines are a pair of parallel

4

asymptotes. The above quadratic allows three. /
possibilities, two real and distinct values of 
c, two real and equal, and two imaginary. In 
the first case, we may suspect a node, in the 
second a c u s p  whose common tangent is a finite
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line, and in the third a  c u s p  whose common tan
gent is the infinite line.

Sunnose now m s m s m ^ m ^ r a ,  If the line
1 3  3 4 5

v = m x + c meets the curve at only one infinite 
’ x
noint for every value of c, the curve has an in
flexion at infinity along v » m^x at which the 
line at infinity is the inflexional tangent.
The line y = m x + c meets the curve Where 
* 1 n-2

px11“1 + [q + rc) x + (c3(m_L-m|(mi-m )---
J rt—5 .x + etc = o

X ** ,
If y = m^x + c meets the curve at two and only 
two infinite noints for everv finite value of (c), 
the curve has a eusn along y = m^x at which the 
line at infinity is the tangent.

If y = m x + c meets the curve at threei
and only three Infinite noints for all hut three 
finite values of c, the curve has a triple 
noint at Infinity.

Likewise we may discuss the cases in which 
m = m  = m = m ^ m , m  and so on. It Is worthy

1 3  3 4  5 6

to note that the number of common factors of nth', 
(n_l)th etc. degree terms indicate the tvne of in
finite noint, whether ordinary, double, triple or 
multiple.

X. Vid. P. 16 equation (6)

tv-5485



Asymptotes.
The development of asymptotes proceeds 

directlv from the treatment of the lines through 
the origin and the infinite points on the curve. 
In the Cartesian equation of the curve set the 
terms of highest degree equal to sero. The solu
tion of this equation will give the equations 
of the various lines through the origin and the 
infinite points on the curve. Rearrange the 
equation of the curve so that the terms of one of 
these lines are alone in the left hand member 
with the remain”̂ terms in the right hand member. 
For examnle in the curve1

x3 - x8y « 2xva + ijacy ♦ = o
the lines through the origin and the infinite 
noint are *>

x3 - x8y - 2xys = o 
or x(x - 2y)(x + y) = o

Consider x - 2y = o. The equation of the curve 
rearranged becomes

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic Curves P. 4o
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Before comnlat.ing this method of determining» t
an asymptote let us use a specialized process#
Suppose x - 2y = c to be anv line parallel to 
the line x - 2y = o through the origin and an 
infinite point on the cu’-'ve. The asymptote must, 
be one of this family of lines for which a de
finite value of c forces the line to intersect 
the curve in two points at infinity. Substitute 
x =s 2y + c in the equation of the curve and 
then simplify the result as
(2y + c)3-(2y + c)8 & - 2(2y + c)y8 + 5(2y + c) y + 2y8 = o 
then y8(6c + 12) + y(5c8 + 5c) + c3 = o.
In order that there be another infinite pointi
on the line x - 2y = c the coefficient of y8 
must vanish, that is, (6c + 12) must equal zero.
Hence 6c = -12, c = -2. Thus the equation of the 
asymptote is *x - 2y = -2

However such a specialized procedure 1s 
rather lengthy and my be supplanted by another one 
which can be shown to produce the same results.

4

Let us refer to equation (7) and the line x - 2y = c.. /
We know that all lines of the foregoing family 
cut the curve once at infinity. They may or 
may not Intersect the curve in other real points.
However, let us suppose that they do. By substituting

\



the coordinates of the noint in the equation 
x - 2v = c we determine the value of the constant 
c. This line now meets the curve in an infinite 
noint and a finite noint. Let this finite noint 
annroach and coincide with the Infinite noint. 
This is equivalent to substituting t.v»e coordin
ates of the infinite noint into t>>e equation of 
the line to determine c. But such a substitution 
would be useless as it would not define a value 
of c. Hence we are forced to resort, to an 
artifice as in the following.
Equation of line x - 2v = c
Equation of curve s x - 2y = -5xv_-2v8

x(x + v)
Therefore c = L x-2y = L -5xy -2y8 = -2

x-r-5 x(x + y)
y - * . ~ »  y * * *

Since the limit of x - 2y is indeterminate as x
*>and y we substitute' its equal and determine 

its limit. It must be remembered that we are 
annroaching a definite infinite noint on the 
infinite line and hence the direction of the

4Infinite noint must be known and nreserved. This 
is given by the slone of the line x - 2y = o, 
that is, y = l/2x. Hence in annroaching the 
limit of one of the variables alone we must know 
the behavior of the other variable. thus we sub-



stitute y = l/2x, which fixes the proper proportions 
This fixes one coordinate of the infinite point 
and in approaching the limit the Infinite point 
on the infinite line is uniquely determined.
Finally the limit becomes

c = 1 -TQy* -2v8 = -2y 6 y 8
It is well to note that if this limit were inde
terminate also, then there would be no linear 
asvmntotes. Hence the asymptote is 
x - 2y = -2. This indicates that, although both 
x .and v become infinite, c or x - y may neverthe
less have a finite value.

The first method of determining c by direct
*substitution in the equation of the curve and 

forcing the coefficient of the (n-l)th degree
term to be zero indicates another possible way

*> tof finding asymptotesl When we knew the slope 
and made our substitution we found that the 
highest degree term dropped out and the para
meter c appeared in the coefficient of the next

4highest degree term. If we do not know t^e alone 
we may find the asymptotes by equating the coeffic
ient of the highest as well as the next highest 
degree terms to zero after a general substitution 
as y = mx ♦ k. This is equivalent to solving the 
line v = mx + k simultaneously with the curve and



then forcing the resulting equation in one unknown 
to have two infinite roots. In this case the de
gree of the equation is not reduced and hence we 
have to force our coefficients to give us the 
necessary two coincident points at infinity. For 
example in the curve
x® - xsy - 2xy® + 5xy + 2y® = o 

solve simultaneously with y = mx + k and we have 
x® - x®(mx + k)-2x(mx + k)® + 5x(mx + k) + 2(mx + k)® 
or x®(l-m-2m®)+x®(2m®+5m-4mk-k)-x(2k®-5k-4mk+2k®) = o 
Then 2m® + i - 1 =' o and 2m® + 5m - 4mk - k = o. 
Therefore m = -1, l/2, k * 1,1.
Whence the asymntot.es -, are y = -x + 1 and y = l/2x + 1 
These are asymntotes whose slope is finite and 
hence there may he other asvmntotes parallel 
to the y- axis. *

The asymptotes parallel to the coordinate 
axes are discovered more readily hy special methods 
than by routine developments. Arrange the equation 
of the curve of the nth degree in descending 
powers of y thus giving it the form /
ayn+(bx + cîy^+Cdx® + ex + f) y n ~2 + -- + = o 1

1. Ford, W.B. First Course in Diff. and int.Calc.
P.143
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If the coefficient (a) is equal to zero while the 
coefficient (b) is not equal to zero, then the 
line bx + c = o will form an asymptote parallel to 
the y- axis. If the terms of the equation were 
arranged In descending powers of x as above, then 
the resulting asymptote would be parallel to 
the x- axis. For example consider the curve 

y8(x-2) + x3 = o
Rearrange this in descending powers of y as 

o.y3 + (x - 2| y8 + x3 = o.
Therefore x - 2 = o is an asymptote parallel to 
the y- axis. Since the coefficient of x3 is not 
zero, there are no asymptotes parallel to the 
x- axis.

In some cases it Is impossible to ascertain 
the nature of a curve by means of linear ssvmntotes.1

9

often there are no linear asymptotes to the curve. 
Hence one has to resort to curvilinear asymptotes.
The equations of t^ese curves are found just as in 
the case of linear asymptotes, that is, bv means 
of approximations. Such additional curves can also

4

be found to indicate the nature of the original 1

1. Vid. P. 21 1. 13. *
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curve in the region of the origin. In this matter 
Newton introduced a simnle method for finding 
these approximating curves, his treatment re
presents the order of various terms of an equation 
b.y letting the abscissas indicate the power of 
x and the ordinates the power of y in the terms. 
Hence the points of the plane indicate the order 
of each term. In its application Newton’s diagram 
has been replaced by the Analytical Triangle of 
De Gua. 1* I.

The Analytical Triangle.
In order to determine the infinite branches 

of a curve it is necessary to examine all possible 
ways in which a curve can pass off to infinity.
In the first case x may be infinite while y is 
finite or zero,'secondly y may be infinite while 
x is finite or zero, thirdly, both x and y mav 
be infinite together. This latter case permits 
three possibilities, x and y mav be of the same 
order of magnitude, that is the ratio of x:y may 
be finite, x may be large compared with y, or the 
ratio y:x may vanish ultimately when x and y are 
increased indefinitely; y may be large compared to

1. Frost, P. An Elem. Treatise on Curve Tracing
P.117



x or the ratio x*.y may vanish ultimately when r 
and y are increased indefinitely. Of these five cases 
the first and second illustrate the necessary con
ditions when the curve disappears parallel to the 
coordinate axes. The third case indicates the 
asymptotes making an angle with the coordinate 
axes, the fourth and fifth cases give the curvilin
ear asymptotes.1

There are various ways of ascertaining whether 
or not one variable is to be considered small with■». f
respect to another, but the majority of these meth
ods are long and tedious. The Analytical Triangle 
can now be used to advantage.

Let any term of an equation of a curve be 
A x y^where «< = o, ^ = o and A is a numerical 
coefficient. Consider the geometrical representa
tion of the terms of the equation such that A x°\yP 
is represented by the point (<*,£) referred to rec
tangular Cartesian axes. The points thus obtained 
are said to form Newton's diagram or the Analytical 
Triangle. Suppose now that, when x and y are both ' 
small or both large. xpand y^are of the same order

33

1. Frost. P. An Elem. Treatise on Curve Tracing P. 79
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of magnitude. Then the order of the term A x*y^
q + * q/his the same as that of yr for x is equal to

q/ p q q/py the index of y is equal to the intercept
made on the axis of y in Newtons diagram by the 
line through ( ck} p ) parallel to the line making 
intercepts p and q on the axes of x and y. Suppose 
that a line Joining two or more points of Newtons 
diagram (not parallel to the axes of reference) is 
such that all points of the diagram lie to the 
right and above the line. Then if the points on 
this line are considered as representing terms of the 
same order of magnitude, all otherpoints of the dia
gram represent terms of higher order of magnitude.
If we suppress all these higher order terms in the 
equation of the curve and then divide out by any 
power of x or y which is a factor of the remaining
terms, we obtain an approximation of the curve at 
the origin. Similarly if all points not on the line 
lie to the left and below the line, we get an approxi
mation wery far from the origin.1

The keystone of the entire structure lies in the 
determination of the relative orders of the two 
variables. This can be done by trial and error

1. Hilton, H. Plane Algebraic Curves. P. 38 Art.3.
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and will be found to produce exactly t^e same re
sults as given by Newton's diagram. For example 
in the curve

x6 + 2x®y - y3 = o,
x and y may be found to be of the same order of 
magnitude, or x may be small with respect to y, or 
y may be small with respect to x. Let x and y 
approach zero and it is obvious t^at x iHd y are 
not of the same order of magnitude. Suppose x 
is small with respect to y. Then we may neglect 
the term x6, near the origin. The curve becomes 
2xay - y3 = o or ys = 2x3. Let us substitute 
this value for x in the original equation and see 
if we were correct in our supposition. The term 
x® becomes which is larger than y3 and hence
is insignificant near the origin. Thus we find

*  \  **
that the curve approximates the semi - cubical 
parabola ya = 2x3 near the origin.

Let us suppose y small with respect to x.
Then we may neglect the term y3. The curve 
becomes x6 + 2x3y = o or y = -j|3. Checking 
this value for y in the original equation we
find that y3 is of order ^®. Our supposition is 
again correct and this means that y = -£3. represents

; 2the nature of another branch of the curve near the 
origin.
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If we try the same suppositions at infinity, 
we find that in both eases if y is great with 
respect to x or vice versa, the term 2x3y may be 
neglected and the curve becomes x6 - y3 = o or
y = x8 Again we may test the relation between
x and y and we find that the neglected terms 
become of order x5 when x8 is substituted for 
y. As this is of lower degree than the other 
two terms, it may be neglected.

By means of Newton's diagram we find that
■i |the nature of the curve at the origin is found 

by either of two lines. The terms on the line
p equated to zero result in 
(fig. 15.). y8 = 2x3
while the terms on q give

¡5 .

Ô.
^  o  A ■ © o y = -x*

'•6
Since the other terms are represented above these 
lines, the given curves indicate the nature of the 
original curve at the origin. Prom the line r

4we develop the equation v = x8 which approximates
. /

the curve at infinity (fig. 16.). The location 
of specific points allows us to sketch the nature
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of the locus.
It is apropos to mention 

that all these approximate ons 
represent first approximations. 
If we continue to use the ana- 
l.ytical triangle we will find 
the second approximationsx6+x3y-y3 = o
by moving the lines o, q and 

r respectively parallel to themselves until they
pass through one or more points of the diagram.1

■% $ISThis logical because the relative orders of theA
terms will be preserved in this manner with the 
only change occurring in the number of terms 
considered.

In the curve x7 + y7 - xye - x3y3 = o we may 
illustrate this property of the analytical triangle.

In the fi^st approximation 
at infinity we have (fig. 17) 
x7 + y7 = o or x + y = o 
which represents a line through 
the origin and an infinite

4
point. If we move this line 

on the analytical triangle parallel until it

1. Frost, P. An Slem. Treatise on Curve Tracing,
P. 121 art. 147.
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includes the next point occupied bv a term, we 
find that the next approximation is merely the 
consideration of the highest, degree terms with the 
next highest, t*at is, retaining x7 + v7 - xvB = o.
From the first approximation, we found that 
x and v were of equal orders and hence the second 
approximation should give us a linear asvmntote.
We retain the results of the first and make the 
substitution of one value for its equal in the 
new terms considered. Therefore
x + y = ____ ______ ____  xvs _________ 1

x® + x*v + x*yB -+ xay3 + +. xyb * y6 -I x =-y = °o
or x + 7 = si = 17x* s 7
Hence x y = l/7 ia the second approximation and 
the asymptote to the curve. The next approximation 
is located by moving the line (1) parallel to 
the next point and substituting the value of one 
variable determined from the second approximation.
This gi^es a closer approximation to the cunve. A 
comparison of the second approximation to the third 
approximation as the infinite point is approached 1 

will indicate on what side the curve approaches the
asvmntote
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General Procedure.
There are many more properties of the

Analytical Triangle but these become quite apparent
in the solution of specific problems.1 In the
previous pages we have attempted to develop the
theory necessary for the tracing of curves and
the locating of singular points. There are manv
special cases which arise and demand individual
treatment and careful analysis. Often some of the
above methods fail and the curve can be traced
only by mathematical intuition. Tn addition to
formal procedures there are such investigations
as symmetry, intercepts, extent, maxima, and
minima which need no detailed discussion but which
must be mentioned because of their prime importance.
Finally extra points may be determined by the

5 *
intersections of the curve with different members 
of the family of lines v = tx.

Analysis of Curves.
The foregoing procedure has given us the 

methods for analvzins: the majority of higher plane 
curves. The application of the various developments 
is quite simnle. Let us consider the curve whose

1. Frost. P. An Elem. Treatise on Curve Tracing.
P. 119 Art. 145
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Cartesian equation is 
x8y + 2xy8 + 6xy + 2x8 + 4x - 4y = o.

The tangents at the origin are given from setting 
4x - 4y equal to zero. Hence x - y = o is the 
equation of the tangent. The lines through the 
origin and the infinite ooints are found hy equating 
the highest degree terms to zero. Hence 
x8y + 2x y8 = o or xy(x + 2y) = o.

Therefore t.he required lines are x = o, y = o, and
x + 2y = o. The intercepts of the curve on the• f
coordinate axes are found to he (o,o) and(-2,o).

In order to locate the asymntotes to the 
curve we equate the product of the lines through 
the origin and the infinite noints to the remainder
of the original equation, that is, we set the highest 
degree terms equal to adl the rest. Then we 
cancel out all terms of degree lower than (n-2).
Hence

x8y + 2xy8 = -6xy - 2x8 - 4x + 4y
therefore x = -6xv - 2x8

’ y(x + 2yJ~~

In the limit -6xv - 2x8 
y(x + 2y) x = o 2y 

Hence we have x = o as one asvmnt.ote
also y = -»6xv -2xa x(x + 2y) = ~2x8o x a

Thus y = -2 is another asvmntote.
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Likewise (x + 2y) = -6xv - 2xa = 4y3
xy J x=-2y -2ys

and the last asymntote is x + 2y + 2 = o.
The intersections of t*e asymntotas with the 

curve are determined by equating the product of 
the asvmntotes to the remainder of the original 
equation. Hence

x(x + 2y + 2)(y + 2) = 4y 
now represents the equation of the curve. Since 
the left hand member of the equation vanishes 
identically for all values of x and v that satisfy 
the asymptotes, the intersections of the asvmntotes 
with the curve are those points whose coordinates 
satisfy the right hand member and the asymntote 
in question. In our example solve each asymptote 
simultaneously with 4y =. o to obtain these points.

When this is done we find that the asymntote 
y + 2 = o does not meet the curve in a finite point.
Since the curve is a cubic all three of the inter
sections of this asymntote with the curve must be 
at infinity. The asymntote is a tangent of three- '

S
point contact and hence an inflexional asymntote.
The asymptote x = o cuts the curve at (o,o) and 
the asymntote x + 2y + 2 = o cuts the curve at 
(-2,o).
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To determine how the curve approaches the 
asvmrvtote we rearrange the original equation so that 
the left hand member contains the asymptote and the 
right hand member the remaining terms. Therefore 
for x = o we have

(y+2) (x + 2.v + 2) J x = o 2y8 y
where only the highest powers of y are retained
in the numerator and denominator. This represents
the third approximation and traces the original
cu^ve more accurately, that is, x = 2 may be taken

* yas the equation of the curve. When y takes on 
verv large positive values we find in the equationsi
of the asvmntote and curve that the value of x is 
slightly larger for the curve than for the asymptote. 
Thus the curve lies to the right of the asymptote.
For a very large negative value of y, the value of 
x is slightly less for the curve than for the 
asvmntote. Hence the curve lies to the left of the 
asymptote.

With respect to the asvmntote x + 2y + 2 = o. i
we notice that for lar/se positive values of y, the 
curve lies to the left of the asymptote and for large 
negative values to the right of the asymptote. In 
the case of y + 2 = o, we find that the curve lies 
below the asymptote for both large positive and
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negative values of x.
For additional points on the curve let us locate 

the intersections of the lines y = tx with the 
curve. The equation determining the abscissae of 
these points becomes(2t8+t) x® + (6t + 2) x + 4 - 4t = o. 
Set the coefficient of the linear term eaual to 
zero and t = -l/3. With this value for t, the 
abscissae become x = + /48. By substituting 
these values in the specific line y =-l/3x we have 
the* following points of intersection on the curve

and -4 \T%, 4 /~3
34 -4 V 3

3
If we equate the coefficient of the squared term 
to zero we find that t = o and t = -l/2. Selecting 
the latter value and determining the abscissae we 
have x = 6. When this*is substituted in the line 
y = -l/2x the point of intersection has the 
coordinates $, -3

This provides sufficient data for the sketching
i

of the curve (fig. 18). A more accurate graph 
may be obtained by solving additional equations of 
2nd degree or less.
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In the curve .lust examined, it was not necessary 
to use a projective transformation of the infinite 
points to the origin in order to discover the nature 
of these points. There are, however, some cases in 
which this method of analysis is quite useful. Let 
us consider the parabolic curves

y = x3 and y8 = x3
In the curve y = x3 the lines through the infinite 
points and the origin are given by x3 = o. There
fore the three lines are coincident with the y -

■4 |axis. The equations of these lines are factors 
of the terms of degree (n-1), since no such t6rms 
are present in the original equation. Hence each 
of these lines meets the curve in two coincident 
points at infinity and the infinite point is a 
double point. The next highest degree term does 
not contain any x variable and thus the terms of 
degree in-2) cannot vanish for anv value of c in 
x = c (lines parallel to the y - axis). This 
eliminates the possibility of finite asymptotes. 
Nevertheless the infinite point is a double point 'which

4 .indicates that the infinite line is the only tangent. 
This forces the double point to be a  c u s p  along 
the infinite line (fig. 20.).
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At the origin the tangent to the curve is
discovered to be y = o or the x - axis. This line
is also a factor of the terras of second degree and
the tangent is one of three point contact or an
inflexional tangent. By means of differentiation
the curve is shown to have no finite singular points.

Since the infinite point lies along the v -
axis, we may apply the transformation x = x1,

y1y = 1 which interchanges the x - axis and the in- 
y*finite line, that is, the origin and the infinite 

point on the y - axis are inverted. Then we may 
analyze the infinite point at the origin. The 
curve y = x3 becomes ys = x3.
The lines through the origin and the infinite points 
are determined from x3 = o. or three lines coin- 
cident with the. x - axis. The equations of 
these lines are not factors of the term of degree 
(n-1) and the infinite noint is an brdinarv point. 
Furthermore, there are no finite asvmntotes, for 
no value of c in x = c can make the terms of de
gree (n-1) vanish. The infinite line, however,. 
Intersects the curve in three noints coincident 
at infinity and is an inflexional tangent (fig. 19).

The terms of lowest decree equated to zero*

indicate that there are two tangents at the origin
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coincident with the x - axis. Thus there is a
double point at the origin and it is a oust». This
may be verified by using the nartlal derivatives

= £f = f = o 5x 6y
and determining whether

^  , or = 63f. 5gf 5y6x 6xs 6y*
We notice that the cubical parabola and the semi-
cubical parabola are really one and the same
curve with the point at the origin of the one being
4 %the point at infinity on the y - axis of the other.

Trilinear Coordinates.
In certain problems trilinear coordinates 

may be used to advantage. Such problems are ill
ustrated in the cubical and semi-cubical parabolae.
In order to transform, an equation from Cartesian 
coordinates to trilinear coordinates the substitution 

x = x , y = xo 
x~ £

3 3

Thus every point in the plane is located by means of 
three dimensions. Usually these dimensions are the 
distances of the point from the three sides of a 
triangle, with the positive sign indicating dis
tances measured toward the inside of the triangle. 
Hence all points lying within the triangle have all
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positive coordinates, while, those lying outside 
must have one or more negative coordinates.

The value of trilinear coordinates lies in 
their application to the graphing of infinite

branches of curves. If we 
consider the line x = o to be

3

the infinite line and x = ox
and x = o the axes x = o 
and y » o respectively, we can 
analyze the infinite points of 
burves by means of their in

tersections with the line x =..o. The origin is the
3

vertex A , the infinite point on the y - axis the
3

vertex A , the infinite point on the x - axis the 
2

vertex A^. The unit point (1,1,1) is usually selected
at the geometrical center of the trianerle.♦

Let us analyze the semi-cubical parabola by 
these methods. Its equation in trilinear co
ordinates is xsx = x3

S 3 X

the intercepts with the three axes are found by 
solving the equation simultaneously with x^= o, 
x = o. and x = o respectively. If x.= o we see

8 3 1

that x = o once and x = o twice, that is the curve
3 8 »

cuts the axis x = o in one point at. A and twox s
coincident points at A . If x = o, x = o three

3 a x
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times or there are three coincident Doints of the 
curve on the axis Xs= o at the vertex Aq. Finally 
if x = o, x = o three times and hence there are three

9 X

coincident points on x = o at A .(see fig. 21).3 3
At A the coincident points form a 2-3 com-

3

bination which usually indicates a cusp whose 
common tangent is the line on which the three coin
cident points lie. Therefore the curve has a  c u s p  

at A whose common tangent is x = o. At A ,
3 S 3

the coincident points are 1 to 3 and this usually 
predicts an inflexion whose inflexional tangent is 
the line on which the three coincident points lie. 
Hence A is an inflexion point and x = o is the

S 3

inflexional tangent.
But x = o is the x - axis, x = o is the v - 

s x

axis and x = o i?s the infinite line. Thus the
3

vertex A is the origin in Cartesian coordinates and
3

A is the infinite point on the y - axis. Hence the s
curve has a c u s p  at the origin with the x - axis as 
common tangent and an inflexion at the infinite point 
on the y - axis with the infinite line as the in-4.
flexional tangent.1

1. Vid. p. 35 1. 3 etc
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Likewise the cubical parabola is found to 
have an inflexion at A with the inflexional tan-

3 fgent being xg = o. The infinite point or rather
the vertex A is a double point, it is shown to be a >
a cusp whose common tangent is the line x = o.

3

(see fig. 22.). Both of these curves are in
trinsically the same curve with only the locate on 
changed.
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